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Moonshine Cove Publishing, LLC, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152
mm. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.THE SECRETIVE WORLD OF
HEDGE FUNDS IS ABOUT TO HATCH THE MOST DIABOLICAL PLOT SINCE 9/11. J. E. Rexroth, a
Manhattan private detective whose business isn t exactly thriving, knows next to nothing about the
three-trillion dollar hedge fund industry. But when Samantha Little, wife of a hedge fund manager,
comes to his office worried about threatening phone calls and refusing to tell him who referred her,
he has his doubts but takes the case. J. E. takes the reader along on his own fast learning curve into
the shadowy and secretive hedge fund world. He soon finds embezzlement and murder, but that s
just for starters. The fun really starts after he uncovers the most menacing terrorist plot since 9/11.
Prepare to enjoy yourself! Lee Slonimsky has created a sleuth who s smart, resourceful, and very,
very human. BERMUDA GOLD is a terrific debut. -Tess Gerritsen, New York Times bestselling author
of Die Again. . .Private detective J.E. Rexroth.compassionate one moment, brutal the next.uses wit,
grit, a Google search bar, and a .25-caliber gun,...
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ReviewsReviews

This composed pdf is great. This can be for all those who statte that there was not a well worth looking at. I am just happy to explain how this is actually
the finest pdf we have go through inside my own daily life and could be he greatest publication for ever.
-- Conrad Heaney-- Conrad Heaney

This publication is fantastic. It really is full of knowledge and wisdom You are going to like just how the author write this publication.
-- Harmon Watsica II-- Harmon Watsica II
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